Dear Dr. Von Braun:

Regarding your discussion on T-V or the acres or square miles of facetted metal in space to act as a reflective mirror to control heat, weather, etc., the Bible has pre-empted the European physicists' concept thusly - thousands of years ago:

"Fcast them with him spread out the sky, which is strong, and as a heavy metal mirror? (or as a molten looking glass?" Job. 37:18. Also the laser light reflector you left on the moon - "And now (men) see not the bright light which is in the clouds, but the wind passeth and cleanseth them." Job 37:21.

This bright light is the key to the universe - let there be light." - because if you can discern the answer to this question you love it:

"By what way is the light parted which scattereth the east wind upon the earth?" Job 38:14

(John said I am the way.)
If you as a great scientist will look over two chapters at least of John, the Holy Word—Chapters 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41, and apply your scientific knowledge to the ventures here, you can save our nation.

Consider the Great Pyramid at Giza as the first and second point for the laser beam you mention or others mentioned. The great structure built by the Architect of the Universe holds the secret of the Pleiades and Allegory, and solar measurements, but more importantly, it refers to Christ—and the capstone shortly to be placed on its summit—a sapphire three feet high. A cornerstone the same shape as the first of the building refers to Christ. This is on the great seal of the USA, and on the dollar bill and this is how God is going to bring this nation into its priesthood to serve Him—as a temple to the Lord—until—repeat only until—Israel goes home to build the physical temple again in Jerusalem—for it is the city of the Great King—and He is soon to return—the placing of the stone—which the builders rejected—is His "Heraldic..."
Consider the Great Pyramid at Gizeh as the first point for the laser beam you mention or others mentioned. This great structure built by the architect of the Universe holds the secret of the Plastide and Allegheny, and solar measurements, but more importantly, it refers to Christ - and the capstone shortly to be placed on its summit - a sapphire 33 feet high - a cornerstone the same shape as the rest of the building refers to Christ. This is on the great seal of the USA, and on the dollar bill and this is how God is going to bring this nation into its拧嘴hood to serve Him - as a temple to the Lord - until - repeat only until - Israel goes home to build the physical temple again in Jerusalem - for it is the city of the Great King.

And He's soon to return - the placing of the stone - which the builders rejected - is His "Heraldic Announcement." 

To consider the Pyramid - it's in the earth's center.
The dividing of the continents is mentioned subtly and unnecessarily — the fifth (number 5) division — afterwards the flood, into Eber were born two sons; from his days was the earth divided. Genesis 10:25

Her shall be "abundance of peace as long as the moon endureth." Psalm 72:7

"He shall have dominion." Israel's calendar today is fixed on the moon. The ordinances of the night and the day, the sun and the moon, have not departed from us yet. But are His plans that Israel will endure forever. Behold my people are at hand to come home.

These are facts in the world. Israel has entered on her eternal priesthood. 20 years a nation.

God Almighty has tolerated your remarks from your great intellect that your feat in retrieving men from the moon is equivalent to crowning out of the eye. If you persist in such thought, "indeed under the smooth stones of the stream is this pasture" (Isaiah 51:6). The USA is Ephraim, the blessings of Joseph. The two-horned unicorn (church and state) are ours.
Here shall be "abundance of place as long as the moon endureth." Psalm 72:7

"He shall have dominion." Israel's calendar today is based on the moon. The ordinances of the night and the day—the sun and the moon—have not departed from ord. but are His prop that Israel will endure forever. Behold my people are at hand to come home." Less as facts in the world. Israel has entered on her national priesthood—20 years a nation.

God Almighty has tolerated your remarks from your great intellect that your feat in retrieving men from the moon is equivalent to cranking out of the eye. If you persist in such thought, "indeed under the smooth stones by the stream is the porcion" (Jerem. 51:6) is. The USA is Ephraim. The blessings of Joseph—the two-hooved unicorn (Church and state) are ours. And you have the weight of the pendulum in your
hard to turn us to being cursed, instead of blessed. In fact, you could investigate these Bible passages along with your scientific knowledge, and then you might the Mighty God (who hath been His councillor) could give you the secrets to bring forth and rain to the earth: Rain rain and spiritual rain.

I believe in the actuality the sky as a mirror in which life and it all has something to do with salt. Indeed there parallels and analogies exist in the fabric your world—Jesus said, 'Ye are the salt of the earth;' and we do know the hungry, underfed, under-developed in those nations "who know not Christ;" no salt for rain, and the rain—and Israel's land will be green again as they come back, and God will open rivers in high places.

Blessed are, By whom shall Jacob answer? A plumber. The plumber is certainly one your tools. And you know better than laughingly that God "hangs the earth upon nothing" Oct 71, 6
along with your scientific knowledge, and I, too, doubt the Mighty God (who both know His counsellor) could give you the secrets to bring food and rain to the world. Rain rain and spiritual rain.

I believe in the actual, the sky as a mirror works with the sea and it all has something to do with salt. Indeed there parallels and analogies exist through the fabric your world—Jesus said, "Ye are the salt of the earth;" and we do know the hungry, underfed, under-developed are those nations "who know not Christ" as salt do rain, and the rain—and Israel's land will be green again as they come back, and God will open rivers in high places.

Amen said, By whom shall Jacob arise? A plumbline, the plumbline is certainly men, your tools. And you know better than anyone living that God "hang the earth upon nothing" Job 26:6.
Here locked north and south of our globe were judgments for the spiritual which result in judgment for the physical, and this is the cause of earthquakes. This is the Creator compensated for it - tilted the earth - but "the whole creation groaneth and travaileth, waiting for the manifestation of the glory of God." I think much heat is being generated which is melting poles and seget steam - and someday - what a great blow!!

The foundation for the return of Israel as head of the nations again is the woman. The woman clothed with the sun - the woman under her feet. Rev. 12:1

Israel went into captivity and times of the gentiles began in 586 B.C. with Nebuchadnezzar. He was making the woman earth; God gave him this power - comparable to your position today. He had a dream -可怕的 dream - which Israel's captive son Daniel interpreted for him. Notice the Scripture says this... (your punishment) then shalt thou know that the heavens do rule. Wherefore break off thy... and thine illuminate...
This verse compensated for it—titled the earth—but "the whole creation groans and travails, waiting for the manifestation of the sons of God." I think much heat is being generated which is melting poles and vegetative steam—and someday—what a great blow!!

The foundation for the return of Israel as land and the nation again is the moon. The woman clothed with the sun—the moon under her feet, Rev. 12:1. Israel went into captivity and times of the gentile began in 586 B.C. with Nebuchadnezzar. He was king of the known earth. God gave him this power—comparable to your position today. He had a dream—taleful dream—which Israel's captive son, Daniel, interpreted for him. Notice the Scripture says after... (your punishment) then shalt thou know that the heavens do rule. Wherefore think of thy sins—and thine enmities by showing mercy to the poor, if there may be a lengthening of thy tranquility.
until then know that the Most High dwelleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever He will.

(Daniel 4:17, 32)

Notice that word "tranquility." You have kept expensive items of possible waste in the moon's "sea of tranquility." Note the Russian rocket fell in the "sea of Crisis."

He is in a chess game, sir. God's challenge to Himself. It always hung a clean thing out of an unclear.

He finds Moses. "Lead me not into temptation." By the Word of the Lord were the heavens made. He spoke and it was done. "He hung the moon just close enough to entice man for centuries, and just far enough that "at the appointed time" for Israel, the world set foot on it. This is a truce on sovereignty. But if you will take all the technological advances and use them to the glory Lord, and show mercy to the poor. Certainly then will be a lengthening of your tranquility - "abundance of peace as long as the moon endures."

But if you persist in worshipping the works your hands, your computer, your technology, and do not..."
Peace in a chess game, sir: God's challenge to Himself to always play a clean thing out of an uncleanness. Forti prophesies: "Lead us not into temptation." By the Word of the Lord was the Heave mode. He prophesies of the future. He was done. He singing the moon just close enough to entice men for centuries, and just far enough that "at the appointed time" for Israel, we would set foot on it. This is a trespass on sovereignty. But if you will take all the technological advances and use them to the glory of God, and show mercy to the poor—certainly then will be a lengthening of your tranquility—"abundance of peace as long as the moon endures." But if you persist in worshipping the works of your hands, your computer, your technology, and do not admit these are all deceit which He has let you
...a person will be delivered to hell, and even a nation will have great convulsion. I tremble before we receive. Indeed, we will serve the Lord forever. O Lord thy word is settled in heaven.

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.

What would your explication be today of the Lord's words? Israel will withdraw. The breath of the one coughing to come upon the others? Between the graveyard home and amid the waste, the American people could be lugging you in the face with pitchforks and shovels.

Consider the sharks crying! God can call them — call them up. I will hear for the flax. Folding the source of the almighty. The secret place of thunder the word starting — the voice of the Almighty.

If you ever go consider going on with a purpose, you and we are doomed. And in this letter I warn you and doing my job as a servant the King — you have a chance — a great chance —
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.

What would your exultation be today if the Lord of Israel had withdrawn the breath of the one crouching to come pick up the others? Between the gray and some and amid the waste, the American people could be hitting you in the face with pitchforks and shovels.

Consider the planks crouching, God can call them—or call them up. I will hear for the fly. Hearing the voice of the Almighty, the secret place of thunder. He would staring—The voice of the Almighty.

If you even, go consider going in with a space station, you and we are doomed. And in this letter am warning you and doing my job as a servant the King. You have a chance—a great chance—serve HIM—yourself, the USA—Israel—and
The world. What a position to be in! You look better not miff it.

Please investigate this: The Juice 15 had designs to ruin your rocket at recovery. At this point (planned between Rome and Russia) there could have been a "mistake in reaction at the DEW line," and oops. I'm sorry but atomic war has begun!!! See if I am right on this. You are high enough in government to see if DEW line attendants were charged or substituted. Especially considering that your rocket just emptied its schedule a few hours. Check it quietly and see if "faithful Roman Catholic personnel were just on duty" and charged at last minute. Then take a lesson on how close you came by yourself — because "the Lord's hosts master the battle." Every thing done on earth is done in Heaven. "Watchers come from a far country." As keepers keep a field (field murderers, etc.). Later, last heard, only and, the
Please investigate this. The Senate had designs to renew your rocket at recovery. As this point (planned between Rome and Russia) then would have been a "reaction at the DEW line," and oops, I'm sorry, but atomic war has begun!! See if I am right on this. You are high enough in government to say if DEW line attendants were changed or substituted. Especially considering that our rocket failed to achieve its schedule a few hours. Check and quietly and say if "faithful Roman Catholic personnel were put on duty" and charged at last minute. Then take a lesson on how close you came by yourself - because "the Lord's hosts musters the battle." Everything done on earth is done in Heaven. "Watchers come from a country. As keeps keepers go, field murderers like Cain), then hast heard. Only and, the sound of a trumpet, the alarm given." Notice a
I

description of a desolate earth. Jow.

Home built an enemy for us to fight in Russia. An
easy for us to waste ourselves on for her. ever
since she fomented the Russian Revolution in 1917
via Rasputin-Graham and her

understand how much I hate both sides. She hates
his free nation and she is an unplaceable enemy. Her

enemies have ever been to get her two enemies.

fighting and within bush, yanks she has

accrued beyond her wildest dreams. Before
believe me, she has not changed since Galileo!
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your new footprints on God's moon, the heavens

declare the glory of God.

You have come to us from a nation that in this
Century so cruelly treated God's ancient people.

This is what scientific knowledge can lead to, we

don't need it. You have, therefore, an opportunity
to make restitution for the shame of the Germans.

violence.
enemy for us to create ourselves or for her—ever since she started the Russian Revolution in 1917 and Rasputin—Graham & Romanson and their murder. Isn't make it look good. She hates his free nation and she is an implacable enemy. Her success has ever been to get her two enemies fighting and with us. Fresh jumels she has succeeded beyond her wildest dreams. Believe me, she has not changed since Galileo!

igo adopted country a from and check out in and Russia's bloody footprints via your new footprints as God's moon. He heavens declare the glory of God.

You have come to us from a nation that in this century as cruelly treated God's ancient people. If this is what scientific knowledge can lead to, we don't need it. You have, therefore, an opportunity to make restitution for the shame of the German people. The shame that took six million Jews
and countless thousands of other Americans, and all other nations, in the name of Hitler. Take a look at where you are today, and take a look into hell at Hitler, and ponder what you do, and what your choices are. A type of redemption and restitution.

If you do not use your influence to investigate what was intended by Rome and June 15; if you do not inveigh against any more your travel; if you do not use your scientific know-how along with the Word of God in Job, to do good and love mercy, or you, with one stroke of His mighty Hand you could be a plottering idiot, and He would be in deep trouble. But He could only amount to perform His Word, and you could dwell with the deceiving fire, forever.

I believe Solomon's melting sea in the temple, disproved this day. When the melting sea you discussed caused me by His Spirit, to write you, Solomon was so wise because He was teachable. He learned from the small creatures, the ants, the
Heller, and ponder what you do, and what you do not mean to influence to investigate what was intended by Rom. and Luna 15. If you do not inveigh against any more your temple, you do not use your scientific knowledge along with the Word of God in Job, to do good—God love mercy on you, with one stroke of His mighty Hand you could be a slathering idiot— and we could hear day tremble. But He would deny农牧 to fulfill His Word. And you could dwell with the devouring fire forever.

I believe Solomon's molten sea in the temple prefigured this day. When the molten sea you discussed caused me by His Spirit to write you: Solomon was so wise because he was teachable. He learned from the smallest creatures, the ants, the spiders, etc. Remember we all depend on each
Then you will never get as sophisticated as you don't love to eat. Your brain needs sugar to think. In function at all. So you need the cloud who will raise the Lord, and maybe he better yet than you because he acknowledge the ways of the Almighty.

The pyramid as an altar to God is mentioned in


He equals in the dollar tall - Zechariah 3:9.

He placing of the cornerstone with pyramid Zechariah 4:7. Not by might, nor by power, but by

my Spirit earth the Lord. The eye of the Sealed-

the dollar - watching over our country - the seven-
years the Lord - Zechariah 4:10. Zechariah (the whole

book) is a church and state. The size of your rocket -

360 feet Zechariah, 5:1a, 20 cubic - 20 x 18 = 360.

I am returned to Jerusalem with mercy. My house

shall be built in it, and a line shall be stretched

until upon Jerusalem.

See for all the T-V watching at the mom.

church - church's "valley of vision" - the
and maybe be better if than you because to acknowledge the ways of the Almighty.

He pyramid as an altar God is mentioned in


The engraved on the dolmen ball - Zechariah 3:9.

The placing of the capstone with the pyramid
Zechariah 4:7. Not by might, nor by power, but by
my Spirit saith the Lord. The eye of the Lord
on the dolmen - watching over our country. The seeing
of the Lord - Zechariah 4:10. Zechariah (the whole
book) is a church and state. The size of your rocket -
360 feet Zechariah 5:2. 20 cubits - 20 x 18 = 360.

I am returned to Jerusalem with merris. My house
shall be built in it, "and a line shall be stretched
forth upon Jerusalem."

See from all the T-V watching at the moon
appear = Jerusalem's "valley of vision" - the
Washington city - the joyous city. (New York especially)

in the abrupt change, thy slain are not slain
with the sword, nor dead in battle / famine, etc.

By people shall be weeping in the day of thy
power. He shall wound the heads over many
countries. A Prayer was made for these thing

Oct. 17, 1968, Israel's First day.

Already "wounded" de Gaulle, Bolaman President,
19 Roman generals - Ted Kennedy?

Come, let us reason together, saith the Lord!!!

in the service of His Majesty, the King.

and make His face to Lacy Simpson Shepherd
shew unto thee and gracious unto thee!!!

Akron, Ohio 44312
216-896-2213

be the exception - let not the
voting we have taken to our bosom rule over us. All
residents here admitted "Why are we going?" after all the
rumors. Consider the poor: consider rate taxpayers.
Psalm 110

In the service of His Majesty, the King.

Lacy Simpson, Shepherd

3110 Irwin Drive
Akron, Ohio 44312

216-896-2213

Consider your way. Come, let us reason together, with the Lord!!

In the service of His Majesty, the King.

Let not the nations, we have taken to our bosom rule over us. All

Consider the poor; consider honest taxpayers.

Consider God ALMIGHTY!!
Forgive my stationery, and that
I did not have your correct job title,
and perhaps not your correct address.
But I have done what I can. The
Spirit of the Lord will do all else. You said
All salvation is by the Jews.
Out of Hitler - State of Israel -
out of Viet Nam - Revival
out of more technology for the whole
world.

God is pleased to work through men you can use
as part in rewards when we go home.
Read Lucifer Satan's description in Ezekiel 28.
You are not worse than him, and he fell.

Be like J ohn. "Who is on the Lord's side, and go
forth saying, "The sword of the Lord (which is the
Word of God) - and Von Braun, and use it for
His glory - for Israel, my glory - for the USA and
old glory. Without God man up there your computers
would help. Worship the Lord into could
God's might, in strength and wisdom.

If (thou) be bound in fetters (admiration of technology and personal ability) and be held in cords of affliction (for us and you) be openethias their ear to discipline, and be commanded that they return from iniquity.

If they obey and serve Him, they shall spend their days in prosperity; but if they obey not, they shall perish by the sword - and die without knowledge.

Job 36:12

When He hideth His face who then can behold Him. Whether it be done against a nation or against a man only; that the hypocrite reign not, lest the people be ensnared. Job 34:24. He gave the greatness; Russia and Rome could not make trembling. Just clause y' above mere. Seek to find the "light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the Face of Jesus Christ," the Shekinah - this is (me).
BRINGS THE RAIN!!

Israel's Messiah!
Christ the King is soon to be back to rule. That is my message!!

and the gates of hell shall not prevail against me. Lift up your heads, O ye gates - the King of Glory shall come in.
He shall mighty in battle -
Russia failed! Rome failed.
The Lord is a Man of War. We are made to praise the Lord; the battle is His. But to say you came out on dust is truth - fashioned by Him.
But out of ozy-crawling up in land? you're still in the mine - who said the Word? God - in not relevant??
You are in the finest position in the world to feed the knowledgeable young people of today. If you are interested I could show you the details of the dream of time and the two creations of man.

You could arrest their attention—"reasoning the Lord’s wisdom into yours" and they would say "this is for me—I’m hunting someone to live." Demonstrate the wisdom of Christ in the pyramids, the mazes, etc., and they "will take the Kingdom—the violent take it by force. The young and hungry all over the world. My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. For threescore two kinds of hunger—two kinds of pain. Couldn’t you be a pillar of salt for God for good? Remember lots wife."
Dear Mr. Brown,

I understand your concern about the address. It has been forwarded to the proper administration.

Sincerely,

Dr. Warren